About Mobilitie, LLC

**OUR SOLUTIONS**

**DAS**
Indoor and outdoor neutral host Distributed Antenna Systems, designed to provide optimal coverage and capacity for all wireless carriers, at even the largest and most challenging venues.

**COMMUNICATION TOWERS**
Multi-carrier communication towers and rooftop builds to enable improved wireless service for carriers, spanning their nationwide macro networks, based on our industry leading Lease-to-Suit® model.

**SMALL CELLS**
Indoor and outdoor Small Cell networks, based on Femtocell, Picocell and Microcell technologies with combined radio heads, providing improved 4G LTE and Wi-Fi connectivity.

**Wi-Fi**
High-density Wi-Fi networks that not only provide seamless Internet access for all mobile devices, but also deliver a customized and rich platform of powerful customer communication tools such as location-based services, video broadcast and CRM applications.

**COLOCATION MANAGEMENT**
Comprehensive management of the entire colocation process, including site marketing, lease processing, installation supervision and ongoing lease administration.

**PROFESSIONAL SERVICES**
Mobilitie's tier-1 team of industry experts assist wireless carriers and real estate owners in addressing their wireless service challenges, ensuring the right solutions are successfully deployed. We specialize in scalable solutions for complex deployments, built to accommodate exponentially increasing mobile data demands.
Small Cell Facility Installation

(1) Shrouded Antenna
10.75” DIA x 65.00” TALL

(2) Cabinet Shroud
15.50” L x 9.00” W x 35.00 H

Contains:
- Relay Antenna
- RRU (remote radio unit)
- AC Distribution
Small cell facility installations

New York City, NY

Chicago, IL

Los Angeles, CA
Small Cell Facility Installation – District Attachment
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Small Cell Facility Installation – PEPCO
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First year will likely include the deployment of 5 to 30 small cell sites. The total number and locations of small cells cannot be determined until after the D.C. Design Guidelines are finalized.
Thank You

Mobilitie Contact Information:

Ellen Cholewa, Sr. Network Real Estate Specialist
ellen.cholewa@mobilitie.com
773.441.0119

Laura O’Dell, Permit Manager
lodell@mobilitie.com
571.319.6388

Network Operation Center
877.244.7889
MNOC@mobilitie.com

www.mobilitie.com